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Abstract: Realising the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) will require transformative changes
at micro, meso and macro levels and across diverse geographies. Collaborative, transdisciplinary
research has a role to play in documenting, understanding and contributing to such transformations.
Previous work has investigated the role of this research in Europe and North America, however
the dynamics of transdisciplinary research on ‘transformations to sustainability’ in other parts of
the world are less well-understood. This paper reports on an international project that involved
transdisciplinary research in six different hubs across the globe and was strategically designed to
enable mutual learning and exchange. It draws on surveys, reports and research outputs to analyse
the processes of transdisciplinary collaboration for sustainability that took place between 2015–2019.
The paper illustrates how the project was structured in order to enable learning across disciplines,
cultures and contexts and describes how it also provided for the negotiation of epistemological
frameworks and different normative commitments between members across the network. To this
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end, it discusses lessons regarding the use of theoretical and methodological anchors, multi-loop
learning and evaluating emergent change (including the difficulties encountered). It offers insights for
the design and implementation of future international transdisciplinary collaborations that address
locally-specific sustainability challenges within the universal framework of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development.
Keywords: pathways; transdisciplinary research; international collaboration; sustainable
development goals; theory of change; transformation; sustainable development goals

1. Introduction and Background
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which grew out of the Rio+20 UN Summit in Rio de
Janeiro in 2012 and were agreed at the UN General Assembly in 2015, represent the most ambitious
and internationally-recognised agenda for sustainability that the world has seen. In comparison to
their forerunners the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), the global goals are ‘universal’ in that
they apply to all countries. Their pledge to “leave no-one behind” [1] requires attention to the most
marginalised communities and points to the need to address power and structural inequalities.
In contrast to the ‘universal’ nature of the 17 goals and 169 targets agreed in New York in 2015 lie
the radically different contexts—at national and subnational levels—in which these ambitions are to be
realised. There is a clear need for collaborative research that addresses the challenge of translating
global goals to local action and a further need for the international community to learn from these
processes of collaboration.
Networked transdisciplinary research bringing together scholars from different disciplines
and non-academic partners is increasingly looked to as a response to this “2030 Agenda” around
partnerships for the goals [2], with national governments dedicating resources to international
collaborative programmes of this type (e.g., through platforms such as ‘Future Earth’ [3]). And yet the
majority of transdisciplinary research and its explicit theorisation, has taken place in a limited set of
(primarily advanced economy) contexts. If it is to respond to a universal agenda, transdisciplinary
research will need to involve types of collaboration that play out differently within localities that
possess their own specific histories, cultures and dynamics. A better understanding of how to develop
modes of collaboration that respect and take advantage of differences across contexts can inform future
networked, transdisciplinary research efforts for sustainability.
The ‘Pathways’ Transformative Knowledge Network (TKN) is an international group of research
organisations, collaborating to explore processes of social transformation and to share insights. Between
2015–2019, the TKN explored different approaches to transdisciplinary research—experimenting,
documenting and comparing across the hubs in the network with the objective of “learning across
disciplines, cultures and contexts” [4]. The project is one of the three initial transformative knowledge
networks funded under the Future Earth ‘Transformations to Sustainability’ programme.
This paper provides an initial analysis of the project activities, experiences and insights, drawing
from the different contexts of implementation. In particular, it discusses the structure and design of the
project and the elements that enabled (or constrained) collaboration and learning across the network’s
six hubs (in Mexico, Argentina, Kenya, India, China and the United Kingdom (UK)) each with their
own disciplinary traditions and histories of engaged research. The paper argues that the project
benefited from the use of theoretical and methodological anchors that provided a shared language
for the negotiation of different epistemological frameworks and normative commitments. It further
identifies some of the challenges to this cross-learning process, including the flexibility required to
accommodate very different approaches and the limits to comparative analysis.
The analysis is instructive for future collaborative, networked social science projects that aim to
contribute to the analysis and enactment of social transformations to sustainability.
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2. Transdisciplinary Research and Transformations to Sustainability
2.1. Insights from the Literature
Working across more than one scientific discipline in parallel (multidisciplinarity) and in
combination (interdisciplinarity) has long been recognised as a feature of problem-oriented research [5],
in particular applied to the challenges of sustainability [6]. All of the regions hosting hubs of the
‘Pathways’ TKN have their own histories of transdisciplinary research—the production of knowledge
and action through collaborations between research and non-research communities. However, the
explicit adoption of the terminology of “transdisciplinary” research by the sustainability transformations
community has been relatively recent [7–10].
Considering transdisciplinary research as a component of sustainability science, Brandt et al. [11]
investigate the process phases, knowledge types and the intensity of involvement of practitioners
displayed by 236 peer-reviewed transdisciplinary papers. Drawing on earlier work, they argue that
there are three process phases of transdisciplinary research: 1) problem identification, 2) problem
analysis and 3) integration and application; and that there are three knowledge types that must be
integrated in such research: system knowledge, target knowledge and transformation knowledge. The
findings of their review are presented in relation to five pre-identified challenges in Table 1 below.
Brandt et al. [11] illustrated that transdisciplinary research was increasingly being referred to as an
approach to sustainability challenges, however terminology was yet to stabilize and there were clearly
limitations in the applicability of “concepts such as process phases and knowledge types” if practitioners
and scientists seeking to engage in concrete transdisciplinary research could not understand them.
Conceptual papers were found to be abundant in transdisciplinary work but (as mentioned also in
more recent work—see Reference [12]) there remains terminological ambiguity and the development
of concepts/typologies is perhaps outpacing their application in practical empirical transdisciplinary
research. In terms of methods, the review found that these differed with the ontological approach of
the researchers and thus—in opposition to calls for a “reproducible and transparent methodological
framework for transdisciplinary research”—the researchers argued that “seemingly objective selection
of methods can be expected to be unavoidably subjectively biased.” This can be expected to be especially
true when methods are applied across different contexts in response to different challenges. Finally,
the authors found that generating transdisciplinary research with high-scientific impact remains
challenging—a point to which we return in the conclusion.
Table 1. Challenges of transdisciplinary research in sustainability science (derived from review by
Reference [11]).
Challenge to Undertaking Transdisciplinary
Approaches to Sustainability Science

Finding of Review [11]

Coherent Framing

Transdisciplinary research in sustainability science is
increasing but under diverse terms

Integration of Methods

Method sets used are independent of process phases and
knowledge types

Research Process and Knowledge Production.

There is a gap between ‘best practice’ transdisciplinary
research as advocated and transdisciplinary research as
published in scientific journals

Practitioners’ Engagement
Generating Impact

Knowledge is interchanged, yet empowerment is rare
Generating transdisciplinary research with high-scientific
impact remains challenging

The changing nature of inter/cross/transdisciplinary work and an appreciation of the key contours
of debate in the field, has continued to develop over the past decade [12]. Other work, whilst not using
the “transdisciplinary” moniker has described interactions between researchers and other societal
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groups. Along with ‘co-design’ and ‘co-dissemination,’ the term “co-production,” for example, has
assumed an important role in recent research in transformations to sustainability [10,13]). Miller and
Wyborn [14] review the history and theory around co-production from a broad set of disciplines and
fields (including public and business administration, science and technology studies and sustainability
science), arguing that some convergence is visible across traditions but that some contemporary
approaches [15] neglect the political insights of earlier conceptions (such as those of [16] or [17]). They
argue that co-production practices should recognize and value both process and outcomes and that
researchers should:
1.

2.

3.

Be inclusive in the diversity of participants, the power accorded to them and the processes and
objectives of co-production. Ensure that the institutions that enable co-production attend carefully
to the credibility, legitimacy and accountability this entails.
Acknowledge that co-production is a process of reconfiguring science and its social authority. Such
processes require participants to be reflexive about the inherently political nature of producing
knowledge in the service of changing social order at local to global scales.
Recognize that public engagement, deliberation and debate will shape the content and
relevance of knowledge and its ability to help construct and empower institutions to “facilitate
sustainability” [14]

These are particularly challenging when transdisciplinary research comes under institutional
pressures of knowledge commodification [18] or when modernist socio-technical practices including
research neglect other-than-modern alternatives [19].
2.2. The Pathways Network’s Approach
Attention to these and other considerations in the research process (with or without adopting the
formal ‘process phases’ of Hadorn et al. [8] or other transdisciplinary scholars) was a characteristic of
the ‘Pathways’ network. However, the different disciplinary, institutional and socio-cultural contexts
in which the research was conducted required that—rather than attempting to roll out universal
guidelines—the teams explored their practical applicability in each hub. The approach adopted in this
regard was the “transformation laboratory” or T-Lab, discussed in greater detail below and defined as
a process involving research and transdisciplinary engagement to address complex social-ecological
problems or challenges [20,21]. The Pathways Network recognized that the extent to which science can
be reconfigured is political and differently constrained in the different geographies where the T-Labs
were implemented. Further, what defines credible, legitimate and salient work would necessarily vary
across the network as the teams responded to the specific ecological-political-social moments that
circumscribed the work in each hub.
Transdisciplinary engagement with diverse partners in each of the hubs started with the process
of co-design [22], which took the form of multi-stakeholder workshops in each of the six hubs of the
network. These (and the initial transdisciplinary research designs that emerged from them) responded
to locally-identified sustainability challenges, organized around three broad themes and involved
networks selected by the teams from each of the six hub organisations listed below:
Theme 1—Sustainable agricultural and food systems for healthy livelihoods
-

The future of seeds (and agriculture) in Argentina/South America hub—Centre for Research on
Transformation (CENIT), Buenos Aires, Argentina
Transformations to sustainable food systems in Brighton and Hove/Europe hub—STEPS Centre,
University of Sussex, UK and Stockholm Resilience Centre, Sweden
Theme 2—Low carbon energy transitions

-

Low carbon energy transitions that meet the needs of the poor/Africa Sustainability Hub—African
Centre for Technology Studies, Nairobi, Kenya
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China’s green transformations/China Hub—Beijing Normal University School of Social
Development and Public Policy, China
Theme 3—Water and waste for sustainable cities

-

-

The urban system of water and waste management in Gurgaon, India/South Asia
hub—Transdisciplinary Research Cluster on Sustainability Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University,
New Delhi India
Water governance challenges, Mexico City/North America hub—Arizona State University, USA
and National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico

As discussed further below, the themes acted as a means to group hubs into pairs in the hope of
providing opportunities to share lessons across related sustainability challenges in distinct contexts.
These themes were just one element of the design of the network, strategically structured to foster
co-learning and exchange. The next section describes other various elements of this design in
more detail.
3. Structured Design to Allow for Co-Learning and Exchange
The project was designed to provide flexibility for location-specific decisions about
transdisciplinary research and engagement (including methods, discussed later in 4.2 and Table
4 below), thus allowing reflection within each individual hub around how to improve transdisciplinary
practice. Table 2 provides a chronological outline of the various milestones in the project, starting from
co-design workshops, including PIPAs (Participatory Impact Pathways Analysis) and T-Labs (both
described below) as well as moments for reflection. From an organizational learning perspective [23] this
provided opportunities for single-loop learning (instrumental learning through theoretically-informed
action) and double-loop learning (questioning the values underlying theories in order to improve
them). For example, in each hub there was a process of learning about what activities or approaches
were effective or not as the projects unfolded in each locale (single loop learning). As described below,
there was also more substantive, reflective learning in hubs concerning how problems were framed
and what this implied for solution pathways (double-loop learning). The project was also designed to
foster triple-loop learning, particularly through cross-hub interaction, (learning about the learning
process, with the hope of learning how to learn better), so that these insights could inform future
networked transdisciplinary research projects.
With this in mind, beyond the independently coherent hub-based work, the project allowed for
the collection of standardised data at symmetrical points across all hubs, in an attempt to compare and
learn across contexts. As such, the transdisciplinary research process in each hub was integrated into
the design of the project and punctuated by moments for data collection, sharing and co-learning and
collaborative reflection (see Table 2).
At the inception workshop in April 2016, the representatives of each hub team undertook an
adapted PIPA process (see below) to map out the stakeholders that would be engaged during the
course of their transdisciplinary research. Results of each of these hub-specific processes were included
in the inception workshop report, which established the methodologies for subsequent data collection
across all hubs. These methods were surveys (collecting qualitative data) and structured reporting on
T-labs (including qualitative data on process and quantitative data on stakeholder participation).
The project conducted three internal surveys (baseline, mid-point and final, indicated in italics
in Table 2) in which members of each of the hub teams were asked similar questions regarding their
research process. In each case, standardised questions allowed the collection of qualitative data that
could aid comparative analysis and reflection.
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Table 2. Key moments in the organisation of the ‘Pathways’ Transformative Knowledge Network
(TKN) and collaborative developments that these enabled.
Month
September 2014–
March 2015
April 2016
June 2016
May 2016– August
2017
July 2017

Event

Collaborative Developments

Co-design workshops in each hub produce
case-specific concept notes, feeding into
TKN proposal
Inception workshop including adapted
PIPA processes, T-Lab discussions and
strategic planning

Sharing of contextual background,
“problem space” and proposed
transdisciplinary research projects
Initial sharing of ideas around
Transformation Labs, ‘Pathways’
methods and hub case studies

Baseline survey circulated for completion by all hub teams
First round of T-Lab workshops, including
collaborative planning process (T-Lab
format) and internal & external reporting1

Mid-point survey circulated for completion by all hub teams

September 2017

T-Lab training and reflection workshop,
including identification of thematic insights

October 2017–
October 2018

Second round of T-Lab workshops,
including internal & external reporting 1

October 2018

Final workshop, including further
discussions around theory, research and
action

November 2018
October 2019

Sharing of initial research data, T-Lab
design, implementation and learning, as
well as future plans in each hub

Identification of key themes for
exploration: T-Labs, theories of change,
framing, innovation
Sharing of further data, T-Lab
experiences (positive and negative) and
future plans in each hub
Time-constrained discussions of
theoretical and methodological
differences, as well as emerging insights.

Final survey circulated for completion by all hub teams
Follow-up workshop, including reflection
on lessons, planning for publications and
future work.

Time-constrained discussion of insights
around theoretical and methodological
anchors, reframing, innovations etc.

1

Note: many hubs ran more than two T-Lab workshops, however standardized data were only collected at two
points, indicated by the first and second rounds here.

Structured reporting by each hub took place after each of the two T-Lab workshops (specific
events in each hub that were used for data collection). Hubs were invited to produce internal reports
for circulation around the network, which were similarly structured to include questions on decisions
taken, methods used, changes observed, findings made and lessons learned. They also reported on the
participation of stakeholders across academic and non-academic groups in each hub. This method
adopted the funder’s pre-determined categories of stakeholders (defined at the outset of the project in
formal reporting requirements): academia, research body, think tank, NGO, public administration,
civil society, other. We found that these were insufficient in their specificity, so in some cases hubs
added sub-categories that catered to their own situation but direct comparison between the hubs was
only possible on the basis of the original categories. In each case, beyond the category of stakeholder,
we made subjective assessments of their degree of power (power over the transformation) and their
degree of alignment with our own framing of the sustainability challenge. This comparative method
offered a way to begin to understand the hubs’ different approaches to transdisciplinary research and
to consider how these related to the disciplines, cultures and contexts that were prevalent in each of
the hubs.
Several features of the TKN’s design were further aimed at fostering collaboration between
countries in the global North and global South in order to enable learning from diverse contexts. These
are outlined below.
Paired hubs—from the outset of the project, hubs were paired on the basis of shared domains of
work, as described above. This pairing was used at various points through the project in order to
encourage participants to share their rationales for particular decisions around research and engagement
(e.g., exchanging T-Lab designs in a specific format prior to the first T-Lab workshop), their experiences
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(e.g., of positive and negative aspects of T-Labs) and lessons (e.g., relating to the specific domains in
which they were working). Nevertheless, the process of co-design and the inevitable consequences
of problem reframing that often occurs in co-design processes, made the initial thematic structure of
the paired hubs less salient than other, less visible points of comparison such as approaches used in
engagement or the scale or goals of implementation.
T-Lab design formats—in advance of the first round of T-Lab workshops, hubs were invited to
exchange their proposed designs in a standard form in order to seek inputs or comments from their
paired hub.
Exchanges—incorporated within the design of the project (including in the budget of each hub) were
a series of exchange visits that would enable researchers from paired hubs to undertake collaborative
research through planning, writing or sharing insights from their T-Labs. These were used to aid
project planning, collaborative writing (see ‘cross-learning blogs’ below) and planning future work
and funding proposals. They were particularly targeted at early career researchers.
Co-learning blogs—co-learning blogs were incorporated into the design of the project as a prompt
to paired hubs to think together and produce collaborative work. These offered the opportunity for
collaborative writing without the constraints that more formal demands (e.g., co-authored journal
articles) necessarily involve, for example, the identification of a shared theoretical framework. All in
all, seven blogs were published involving co-authors from two or more hubs.
Taken together, this approach to the design of the project and the various processes for data
collection and sharing described above provided the basis for a uniquely international exploration
of the role of transdisciplinary social science in transformations to sustainability. We next discuss
the trade-offs between this structured approach and the flexibility required in a diverse international
network, before going on to explore the insights that this structured approach has begun to provide for
transdisciplinary collaboration for sustainability.
4. Anchors as a Focus for Cross-Learning and Negotiation
The ‘Pathways’ transformative knowledge network was co-led from institutions in the UK
and Argentina, with researchers from each hub playing a key role in project design, coordination,
management and execution. From the perspective of the co-leads and the consortium more generally,
however [24], local co-design and ownership was seen as a prerequisite to effective transdisciplinary
research. Whilst the standardization of elements of the hub activities and of data (see above) was
attractive from the perspective of a pseudo-experimental comparative study of transdisciplinary work,
the unique characteristics of the hubs, the personnel within the hub teams and the contexts in which they
were embedded meant that it was unrealistic to control variables such as methods or epistemological
frameworks in any experimentally meaningful way. While creating a coherent organizational structure
for the network was clearly necessary to acquire funding and initiate the international initiative, it
was difficult to anticipate what would be the appropriate methods or approaches for each context and
how the particular problem domains would be reframed, what local collaborators would be involved
and what opportunities for action and change would materialize once the projects were initiated.
Indeed, a key ambition of the project was to explore how the very different historical and contemporary
characteristics of the hubs led to transdisciplinary processes that varied in these and other dimensions.
The challenge for the network then was to provide a structured process of reflection such that the
decisions on process, method or approach made within each hub could be documented and compared,
if not in real-time, at a moment when the hub teams could pause for reflection. This challenge is
common to projects taking a complexity-aware approach, recognising emergence, while working
within institutional and funding parameters that push towards pre-defined and linear planning. A
compromise involved adopting ‘anchors’ that provided a common language and methodological
approach, without constraining the creativity and freedom of hubs to carry out the work that they saw
as worthwhile and potentially impactful, within their chosen theoretical and epistemological traditions.
In a sense, these ‘anchors’ allowed the T-Lab concept to serve as a boundary object [25]. Each T-Lab
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shared common elements, to which the hub participants could ascribe similar meanings, such that the
T-Lab concept could serve as a shared concept and approach despite differences in implementation.
4.1. Theoretical Anchors
The ‘Pathways’ TKN is made up of a group of organisations and individuals from diverse
disciplinary backgrounds (see above). Numerous interlinking bilateral relationships and memberships
of international networks (Globelics, Resilience Alliance) combined with a relatively high level of
political alignment across the network. This did not necessarily translate into a history of working
with any particular theoretical framework. However, all hubs had—at different points and to
varying extents - collaborated with members of the STEPS Centre at the University of Sussex, UK.
These collaborations have taken place around topics such as technology regulation [26], grassroots
innovation [27], discussions of resilience [28] or—more generally—political engagement [29,30], all of
which drew upon the pathways approach first articulated in Leach et al. [31]. This history provided us
with a number of theoretical “anchors” that could be applied differently in each case:
-

-

-

Systems—“particular configurations of dynamic interacting social, technological and
environmental elements” [31]. The focus on systemic transformation underpinned the design
of the project. This included a definition of the system (including explicit attention to how the
system was framed) in the original co-design phase and a consideration of how the system needed
to change to overcome the sustainability problem that motivated the research.
Framings—“the different ways of understanding or representing a social, technological or
natural system and its relevant environment. Among other aspects, this includes the ways
system elements are bounded, characterized and prioritized and meanings and normative values
attached to each” [31]. Building on Goffman’s [32] seminal work, the notion of framing has a long
history in policy studies [33–35] and has been incorporated into the pathways approach. The
co-design workshops and concept notes that emerged from them recognised different system
framings and their fundamental link to debates and challenges associated with sustainability.
Whilst notions of “reframing” such debates have been applied to the pathways approach in
previous studies (see References [36,37]), the current project offered significant opportunities to
develop this area of thinking.
Pathways—“the particular directions in which interacting social, technological and environmental
systems co-evolve over time” [31]. The concept notes that had emerged from co-design workshops
identified dominant and alternative pathways but adopted different lenses through which these
were characterised in each context. At the same time, the pathways approach (and the notion of
pathways) played a different role (and a more-or-less important role) in each case. Some hubs
conceived of pathways as open-ended, with the T-Lab process relatively agnostic to the ultimate
direction pursued as long as it emerged from the empowerment of participants and their normative
sustainability goals (North America hub, European hub). In other cases, the ambition was to
alter current dominant trajectories by introducing a specific, compelling alternative technological
and institutional pathway (Latin America hub). In the South Asia Hub, the approach was to
challenge the regime of neo-liberal urban planning and governance and form a collective agency
of the mobilised publics to promote the coproduction of knowledge and co-design of alternative
solutions. In some cases (e.g., China hub) gender played a more central role to the work, whilst
others (Africa hub) engaged more with issues of poverty and environmental sustainability. Taken
together, these approaches to innovating around the notion of ‘pathways’ offered potential
insights into transformative pathways to sustainability.

Whilst acting as anchors, these concepts were offered as heuristic starting points rather than a
rigid theoretical framework. The rationale was that there was at least some familiarity with them across
each of the hubs and thus they could act as a lingua franca through which more abstract theoretical
notions could be explored. The role of the project was not to test these concepts (derived from work
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led from the global North) for their applicability in different contexts but to explore their limitations
and put forward alternatives grounded in the contexts in which the research was conducted.
4.2. Methodological Anchors
As discussed in previous work on transdisciplinary research [11] and mentioned above, the
TKN decided against specifying that the same methods should be used across all hubs (which were
working across different contexts in response to different challenges). Instead, we adopted the overall
approach of ‘T-Labs,’ around which different hubs could experiment with different methods for
research and engagement. T-Labs (shorthand for Transformations laboratories) were first experimented
with in the run-up to the Transformations2015 conference hosted by Stockholm Resilience Centre
and are one of the panoply of strategic approaches to enable or unleash systemic change through
experimentation [38,39] in ‘labs’ [21]. Other concepts include transition labs [40], social labs [41],
social innovation labs [42], living labs [43,44] or real-world labs [45]. Rather than being framed as
contributions to a managed transition to a well-characterised future system, transformation labs focus
on human-nature interactions and are seen as part of open-ended processes that fit situations with high
uncertainty—strategically facilitated to allow for emergence and strengthen capacities for navigating
complex transformative processes.
Like the theoretical concepts above, the notion of T-Labs acted as an anchor to be negotiated
and experimented with, rather than methodological tool or protocol to be implemented in a standard
manner across the world. Indeed, some hubs chose not to use the term in practice due to local
sensitivities, whilst still sharing experiences and adopting the anchor term in discussions within
the network.
5. Results, Findings and Emerging Insights
5.1. Accommodating Theoretical Diversity
Whilst at least one of the anchors around ‘systems’, ‘pathways’ and ‘framings’ was used by
each of the hubs, their theoretical conceptions of transformation differed. This translated into
sometimes irreconcilable divergences in epistemological views, which combined with different
normative commitments around the appropriate role of researchers in studying or intervening in
systems (see below). In most cases, these theories of transformation could be explicitly compared
with a view to negotiating differences and understanding the logic behind the selection of different
methods (see below). Beyond theories of transformation (see Table 3), discussions about the theory of
change involving adapted participatory impact pathways analysis (PIPA—see References [46,47]) and
diagrammatic methods describing the strategies adopted by each hub were used. However, whilst
attempts were made in regard both to theoretical alignment and the induction of an overarching
complexity-aware theory of change, constraints around resources and in particular the time available
for in-depth reflection and discussion have so far stifled these efforts. The ambition of achieving
multiple levels of “loop learning” simultaneously is challenging in a relatively compressed time-frame.
Each T-Lab was designed to facilitate single-loop and double-loop learning in relation to the specific
problem contexts each was addressing; simultaneous externally oriented learning across the hubs about
the process of the T-Lab and the learning itself is perhaps only now, through collaborative writing
exercises such as this manuscript production, occurring.
There were instances of collective theorizing across this diversity. Some of the lessons that
emerged from the network activities contributed to the delineation of “systemic” and “structural”
approaches to transformations research [48]. For example, the South Asia hub attempted structural
change from a neoliberal, private sector-led and state-facilitated development pathway to a more
inclusive counter-hegemonic mobilization for more inclusive planning for urban water and waste
systems (through cross-class alliances of mobilized publics), while the effort in the South American
hub to create a legal and institutional alternative to commercial seed breeding could also be interpreted
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as an effort in structural change. Other activities focused more on what have since been characterized
as “enabling” approaches that “highlight the agency and uncertainties inherent in choosing aims and
directions for transformative change” [48]. For example, in the China hub, the effort was to open
avenues for new policy by creating spaces to share perspectives that had never been voiced; in the
North American hub, participatory activities were implemented to build bridges across divides of
livelihood, identity and values in order to foster collective action.
Table 3. Objectives and underlying theories of transformation from TKN hubs.
Hub

General Objective of Project/Case Study

Underlying Theories of Transformation
That Inform the Choice of Method

North America
Hub
(Mexico)

To design and implement a process known
as “transformation laboratories” with the
aim of identifying, mobilizing and
activating individual and collective agency
of actors involved in the social-ecological
dynamics of the Xochimilco urban wetland.

Transformation is about bottom-up
building of collective agency through
reframing systems dynamics.
Transformations to sustainability (e.g.,
[49–53]); Transformative agency (e.g.,
[38,54]); Pathways (e.g., [25,55,56])

Europe Hub
(UK)

To design and implement research and
“transformation laboratories” with the aim
of enhancing the supply of local,
sustainably-produced food into Brighton &
Hove (and drawing wider lessons for the
UK’s agricultural transformations)

Transformation is influenced by changing
cognitive, affective and political economic
drivers that work across individuals,
groups and systems. Pathways [31], politics
of green transformations [57], governance
of sustainable socio-technical transitions
[58], transformative pathways [4].

South America
Hub
(Argentina)

To design and implement “transformation
laboratories” (T-Labs) with the aim of
creating an experimental space in which
coalitions of heterogenous actors can agree
on a sustainability problem in the
agricultural seed sector and develop and
prototype possible solutions

Transformation involves experimentation
with novel, more sustainable socio-technical
practices and the development of
alternative ‘path breaking’ socio-technical
configurations [59,60].

Africa Hub
(Kenya)

To use the T-Lab approach to explore how
Kenya can enable sustainable and equitable
access to solar home systems for all via
mobile-based payment systems, especially
those who cannot participate in
micro-financing schemes [61].

The T-Lab involved different stakeholders
(government, NGOs, Civil society, Private
sector development partners, research and
academia) who provided rich and diverse
insights into what needs to be done or
changed to enable equitable, sustainable
access for all, to solar PV systems via
mobile-based payment systems.

China Hub

This study engages in the social dimensions
of green transformation in order to provide
a more holistic picture of the
transformations to sustainability [62].

Transformations in China are driven by a
number of actors [63,64]. The change agents
are different stakeholders in transformation,
including laid-off workers, former plant
owners, local government officials, scholars,
NGOs, etc

South Asia Hub
(India)

To design and implement transformation
labs as a process with the aim of promoting
a collective strategy for intervention to bring
together the mobilised publics specifically
representing poor and marginalised along
with middle classes to develop the
collective practical understanding and build
alliances for enabling their participation in
planning and decision making processes of
water and waste water management

Transformation is conceptualised as
enabling the people as a whole specifically
poor and marginalised to enhance their
access to resources and capabilities for
mobilisation of power to innovate and
foster regime change that helps to create
conditions for the realisation of ecologically
and socially just development.
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5.2. Methodological Differences and Normative Commitments
The T-Lab approach provided room for significant methodological experimentation and innovation,
as is evident from Table 4 below. The table only shows a small selection of the participatory methods
adopted in the T-Labs. They aimed to identify and cultivate transformative pathways in contexts in
which the desired end-state of the system was at least uncertain or contested, however certain normative
commitments (around environmental sustainability, poverty alleviation and social justice) were
shared. Under these conditions the role of T-Labs became as much about convening “transformative
spaces” [65,66]—where differences could be surfaced, negotiated, tensions resolved (or otherwise)
and transformative agency enhanced—whether through cognitive changes at the individual level or
through fostering collaborations across individuals or groups—as about conducting research.
Different normative commitments (around the role of researchers as activists, impartial observers,
experimenters) were also evident in the methods that were selected. The work in Argentina adopted a
strong normative commitment to drive through change, establishing an open seed innovation platform
(Bioleft, Argentina) as an example of an alternative ’path breaking’ socio-technical configuration (see
Table 3). The South Asia Hub focused on initiating interventions for altering the existing structures and
regimes of unequal power relations by challenging neo-liberal urban planning and policy processes.
Investigations in Mexico experimented by trying to build transformative agency and monitoring for
subsequent transformative change, where the team is beginning to see (community-driven) results.
In the UK case information was provided and diverse views exchanged but without concerted advocacy
for the potential solutions that emerged. The China and Kenya hubs adopted more open-ended
approaches, convening T-Lab workshops that enabled interactions between stakeholder groups that
had previously remained separate. In each hub, the selection of different stakeholder types, the
numbers involved (which ranged from tens to hundreds of participants) differed in accordance with
the methods adopted. Alignment also differed between hubs and changed over time. Taking two
hubs as exemplars, whilst the Argentinean T-Lab started with a non-aligned group of actors (at the
co-design phase) and the UK work was initiated with a small, aligned group (see Reference [22]), this
reversed as the Argentinean team moved towards a more activist mode around the Bioleft initiative
and the UK team drew in a broader group of more powerful stakeholders to learn from and contribute
to their work.
In several of the hubs, the research and engagement methods adopted served to reframe
sustainability challenges through bringing marginal framings to the table. T-Labs contributed to this
process by convening groups in which radically different framings of sustainability were exposed to
each other (whether those represented corporate interests focusing on macro-economic development
as opposed to farmer organisations focused on food sovereignty; the sustainability of land use for
environmental goods rather than rental income; or the conflict in meaning and values associated with
the Xochimilco wetland between illegal urban dwellers and traditional wetland agriculturalists) [67].
At the same time, it is evident from the concept notes and the subsequent project documentation that
the research questions and problems identified by hubs at the outset themselves changed through
the course of the project, indicating significant double-loop learning and reflection on the part of the
research teams.
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Table 4. Selected participatory methods utilized in the Pathways TKN.
Hub

Method & Purpose/General Description

Techniques

North America
Hub (Mexico)

Agency Network Analysis (ANA)
Mixed method
Describe the actor’s agency profile by identifying individual agency
through collecting information about actors’ social network, the
practices they share with the members of their social network, their
representation of the social ecological system and the position they
occupy in it.

Ego-nets; action-nets;
cognitive maps

South Asia Hub
(India)

Multi-stakeholder processes for the mobilised publics through the
development of their Collective Practical Understanding (CPU)
and actions
Mixed Method
Coproduction of knowledge, knowledge sharing, dialogues and
engagement with institutions of planning and governance for
demonstrating the possibilities of alternative pathways.
Development of multi-stakeholder-knowledge-sharing platform
enabling social mobilisation and awareness, including direct actions,
participation and real-world experiments.
Mapping of knowledge, values and institutions of mobilised publics
and organising them for the creation of a multi-stakeholder platform
for individual and collective actions.

Transects, public meetings &
focus group discussion
(FGD), multi-stakeholder
consultations, community
radio programmes, poster
exhibitions, citizens science;
citizens watch approaches &
tools; Real world
experiments

Europe Hub
(UK)

Continuum’ methods, specifically Evaluation H
Qualitative method
Identify different actors’ positions and perspectives (especially at the
extremes), foster discussion across them, identify challenges and
opportunities and work towards solutions. Gather participants
together to position themselves in relation to each other and to open
up debate. It can be effective if participants represent different sectors,
backgrounds or types of involvement in the issue being explored,
particularly if these different stakeholders do not interact often.

Facilitated, participatory
workshop

South America
Hub (Argentina)

Q Methodology
Mixed method
Identify competing discourses about the nature of sustainability
challenges, their drivers and their possible solutions in the seed sector
and map areas of consensus and disagreement between different
groups of stakeholders; Identify different actors’ perspectives, foster
discussion across them, identify where alliances between different
actors are possible and work towards solutions.

World café; open space
technology

Africa Hub
(Kenya)

Participatory Impact Pathways Analysis (PIPA)
Qualitative method
Identification of impact pathways to detect key stakeholders with
interest and influence in policy, business and technology; to identify
the various pathways for transformation; target what pathways (i.e.,
engagements, networks) could be engaged in the process so as to
enhance uptake of the research outputs.

Participatory workshop

China Hub

Role play simulation
Qualitative method
All participants play different roles in response to a situation
introduced by a facilitator. The situation can either be the one under
discussion or another (fictional or real) situation where a similar
problem is faced. The volunteers all stand on a starting line and the
facilitator announces hypothetical policies or projects which will be
implemented. Based on their roles, the volunteers take either a step
forward (if they are to benefit from the policy), backward (if it will
have negative impact on them) or stay still (if it will have no impact).
At the end, participants discuss the differences between the winners
and losers and how this exercise compares to their own experience.

Role play

5.3. Learning from Diverse Experiences with Multiple Variables
Transdisciplinary research, like much participatory research, often builds upon existing
relationships of trust between action researchers and communities, within contexts in which projects are
initiated by communities themselves. From the outset of the ‘Pathways’ TKN it was clear that the various
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hubs were starting from very different places in terms of disciplinary and stakeholder backgrounds
and networks. Whilst some had over a decade of institutional engagement with communities involved
in their T-Labs, others embarked on new transdisciplinary partnerships with the project’s inception.
At the same time, the challenges that had been designed, the theoretical frameworks adopted by the
hub teams, the normative commitments and methodological choices that were taken all added to
the variables that differed across the hubs. For this reason, the scope for a natural experiment that
yielded insights for overarching theories of change, clear examples of triple-loop learning or universally
applicable strategies for transformative social science were limited.
Transdisciplinary work entails answers to critical knowledge-to-action questions: What needs to
be done? Who needs to be involved? How can it be done? And, who can do it? These necessarily
normative questions can only be answered appropriately in relation to the specific problem contexts
and social/political networks accessible to each hub and are dependent on the opportunities and
constraints represented by the capacities and knowledge accessible and institutional and political
circumstances of each case.
Insights could potentially have been greater if the work in each of the hubs had been even more
standardized (beyond adopting the anchors described above). Attempts were made at quantitative
comparison of the engagement processes in each hub (see Figure 1, which shows the frequency of
different categories of stakeholders that were identified as significant in the adapted PIPA exercises at
the
inception
workshop).
Sustainability
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Table 5. Summary of positive and negative aspects of TKN collected from evaluation at final
workshop (involving junior and senior representatives from all hubs).
What Worked?

What Didn’t Work?

Respect, learning from diversity across hubs

Time and resources were a constraint to
interactions, reflection and learning
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Table 5. Summary of positive and negative aspects of TKN collected from evaluation at final workshop
(involving junior and senior representatives from all hubs).
What Worked?

What Didn’t Work?

Respect, learning from diversity across hubs

Time and resources were a constraint to interactions,
reflection and learning

Inception workshop for getting to know each other
made a good base—the culture and tone of the project
set from the start

Theoretical and methodological exchanges were
limited (different hubs approached methods very
differently)

Friendships and networking

Technological challenges of virtual, de-centralised
information exchange: all platforms problematic or
limited

Autonomy in the hubs was appreciated (freedom to
find what works for them)

Opportunities for follow-on funding have not been
successful

Knowledge generation and the move from their
research to action and impact

South-South interactions were not fully made use of

Having meetings at points throughout the project
was great
Establishing global movement in sustainability,
transformative research and action

Pairing hubs didn’t always work due to different
approaches/lack of continuity of
engagement/‘chemistry’

Legitimate input from the global South
Connecting the community beyond the limits of their
own territories to bring in new learning

Stakeholders in hubs expect continued support but
resources are no longer available

Central synthesising of information was helpful to
internal communications
Commitment from hubs despite challenges faced in
their different contexts of work

Measuring impact because of a lack of clear definition
of what impact is

Exchanges, shared surveys, design formats and reports all contributed to mutual learning across
the hubs, as testified to by the co-learning blogs and multi-hub-authored papers that have emerged from
the project. Whilst bi-monthly teleconferences (involving individuals across up to sixteen time zones)
were valuable enough to be continued one year after the project officially ceased, the use of virtual
platforms (Microsoft Sharepoint, selected largely because of problems using Google in China and
preferences for different platforms across geographies and generations for example, Slack/Zoom/Skype)
was seen as a weakness to be improved in future work. More resources and time for collective reflection
and better platforms for remote exchange of experiences, ideas and insights, may also have yielded
more general overarching theories of transformation or of how to learn together better. However, this
is by no means guaranteed.
5.4. Transformation, Emergence and Evaluation
Externally funded transdisciplinary research that seeks to open up opportunities for transformative
change must move with the real life processes of co-production, reframing and ultimately unpredictable
processes of emergent change with stakeholders. The TKN managed this explicitly through the
combination of design structures and ‘anchors’ that were contextualised in each hub to produce the
rich diversity of experiences shared here and in other learning outputs. This reflexive double loop
learning approach, however, poses challenges to linear models of evaluation and learning that tend
to require predefined indicators of outcomes (Table 5 claimed that “measuring impact because of a
lack of clear definition of what impact is” was a problem). As a result, normative, change-seeking
participatory research engagements often struggle to evaluate their contribution to change—and as a
result the evidence based on how they work remains limited.
There is now a new suite of complexity-aware approaches to evaluation most prevalent in the
development sector (e.g., [68–72]) that employ reflexive use of theory of change as both a process and a
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product. In contrast to a linear view of change and measurement approach to impact, the approach
argues for a combination of inductive and deductive reasoning—through reflecting on underlying
assumptions about how change happens that have been made explicit at the outset (double loop
learning)—it is possible to build middle range theory of how change happens, as it happens. We begin
to see now a new trend of this application of theory of change also within the sustainability science
domain (e.g., [73,74]). The experience of the TKN provides instructive learning on the opportunities
and challenges we face as we navigate the tension between a linear view of project management and
evaluation that is aimed mainly at accountability and the need for more complexity-aware approaches
that can help us understand how transdisciplinarity enables real impact.
The use of PIPA by the TKN was an important starting point for identifying potential opportunities
for creating change (prospective use of theory of change at design phase). Further, explicit discussions
on the underlying theories of transformation (see Table 3) provided additional insights into how the
hubs hypothesized the T-Labs could support change (prospective definition of a theory of action).
But returning to these periodically to identify evidence and make causal inference around how change
was unfolding as a result of the T-Lab interventions, was challenging for multiple reasons (see Table 5):
(i) the project timeframe meant observable evidence of change was necessarily limited; (ii) staying
focused on the action orientation of the work can make stopping and reflecting on what is being
achieved difficult; and (iii) evidencing a causal claim requires that there is sufficient clarity of what
the hypothesized link is between a cause and an effect and this requires that theories of change are
developed with the right level of detail.
It is only now, as the TKN collectively reflects (and continues to generate evidence) and now that
pathways of change are becoming more apparent, that such a retrospective evaluation opportunity
becomes possible, however time and resources (a year after the project’s official completion) are a
constraint. The key learning here is that funders and implementers alike should provide the space
and resourcing required to enable reflexive use of theory of change to support evaluation research
alongside implementation. Whilst this time was built into the Pathways TKN design (see Table 2),
more was evidently needed.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
The findings above point to a number of insights emerging from the structured approach to
collaboration adopted in the ‘Pathways’ transformative knowledge network. The project investigated
how pathways to sustainability can be understood and nurtured through transdisciplinary research
in different contexts and sought to foster “learning across disciplines, cultures and contexts”. The
paper shows that progress has been made in both of these difficult areas (with relatively modest
time and financial resources) and provides a foundation upon which future generations of projects
can build. The structured approach to collaboration provided an effective way of balancing the
desire for a coherent, international project with the need for deep context-specificity. The use of
theoretical and methodological anchors that provided the flexibility for transdisciplinary work in
each hub to be locally co-designed and implemented was valued by the project team whilst still
offering opportunities to compare across hubs. This enabled some learning across disciplines, cultures
and contexts, highlighting similarities and differences in the epistemological frameworks (Table 3),
methodological approaches (Table 4) and normative commitments in different hubs. The opportunity for
“framed creativity” [75,76] within the different contexts provided insights both in terms of single-loop
(learning through theoretically-informed action, in this case enabling individual hubs to adopt more
effective research and engagement methods in the future); and double-loop learning (questioning
the values underlying theories in order to improve them, in this case via negotiation and reflection
alongside teams from other hubs in the network). In each hub, these experiences will inform future
transdisciplinary work that brings research and action together to address sustainability challenges.
The ambition for ‘triple loop learning’ (learning about the learning process, with the hope of
learning how to learn better) bore fruit to the extent that key findings were identified in related
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work on transformative spaces [66], re-framing [37,67] and alignment and power in transdisciplinary
engagement [22] and to some extent around theoretical/methodological anchors, learning and evaluation
(in this paper). Each of these offer possible foci for future work, either in the same sites (building on
insights to date) or in novel contexts. Members of the transformative knowledge network continue to
seek opportunities for follow-on projects that can employ, test and further enhance this learning.
The identification of other positive and negative elements of the project (elucidated at the final
project workshop in 2018—see Table 5) offer a wealth of knowledge about how similar networked
collaborations might be designed and implemented better in the future. The apparently contradictory
evaluations also illustrate how notions of ‘better’ themselves differ from the perspectives of different
institutionally-embedded research teams or individuals.
The need for deep appreciation of the different scholarly (and activist) traditions in the different
regions of the network was identified as requiring more time than was available from the current
project. Even so, a culture of respect and learning from diversity across the hubs was established at
the outset and provided a foundation for this cross-cultural understanding. Exchanges and regular
meetings were useful in this regard and ‘co-learning blogs’ provided opportunities to reflect.
Each of the hubs have published articles about their activities and there have been a number of
cross-hub publications (including one other with inputs from all hubs [48]). But whilst these may be
valued by the academic community and the institutions in which the authors are embedded, they do
not reflect the overarching motivations or achievements of the TKN. As outlined above and in other
work on transdisciplinary action research towards sustainability [11], these activities often provide
little in the way of “scientific” impact. This raises the question of whether new/different types of criteria
should be adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of scientific projects such as these, where enhancing
mutual understanding and learning and contributing to transformative change are prioritized over
codifying specific contributions to formal scientific knowledge.
Articulating an overarching theory of transformation, theory of change or even “best” practice
(in terms of transdisciplinary engagement) proved challenging due to diversity across the network,
as well as limitations of face-to-face and online opportunities for reflection and exchange However, the
absence of an overarching and universally-adopted theory from the TKN should not necessarily be
seen as a failure. Indeed, it could be seen as overly hubristic (or academically imperialist) to expect the
emergence of a theory of transdisciplinary collaboration that applies across all disciplines, cultures
and contexts. Rather, this paper offers a number of lessons for future international transdisciplinary
collaborations that address locally-specific sustainability challenges against the backdrop of a shared
global agenda (such as the universal framework of the SDGs). These could be further examined in
future structured collaborations that apply some of the lessons learned from the ‘Pathways’ TKN to
new cases or build upon the rich body of knowledge that has emerged from the network so far.
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